Three Winners Repeat In Intramural Ball Pool

Results from this past week's Intramural Ball Pool were rather surprising. Not only did the number of entries increase by over 50%, but the winners were found again in this week's list.

Robert Brown of the Grad House tied for second place last week and shared his triumph with another Graduate House resident, B. S. A. E. Since both tied last week, there was a repeat this week. Freshman E. V. Chambers, another S. A. E. pledge, also made a repeat by winning his fifth place tie of last week and tying for second place this week.

Since there are 4 tied contestants for 3 prizes, the tie must be decided on a preference or number of entries basis. The preference will be given to No. 2, to be published this Friday. The results of the second week are as follows:

Robert D. Brown (1)—Grad. House
Bill Powell (2)—Freshman
Joe Gaken (3)—Freshman
Ed Stringham (4)—S. A. E.
Evr Chambers (4)—S. A. E.

Soccer Team Loses 1-0 To Trinity Squad And 6-1 To Amherst

Last Wednesday at Briggs Field the Beaver soccer team lost a close game by a 1-0 margin to the squad from Trinity. This was the second year in succession that the Beavers have lost to Trinity by a one point margin. On the same day the freshman boxers lost to the Trinity crew on Briggs Field also by a one point margin, 3-1. The Tech goal was scored by left forward Berringer, whose tally tied the score at the half.

Second Defeat

In a game with Ambert on Briggs Field Saturday, the varsity suffered their second defeat of the week by a count of 6-1. The Beavers opened fast when Saban put one into the net before two minutes of the game had passed. But after this goal the Engineers could not seem to get through the Ambert defense, although there were a few opportunities which could have been converted into goals with better passing at the opponents goal. Following Saban’s early goal, the Lord Jeffs countered with four goals before the end of the period. Throughout the second quarter both teams were held scoreless, but in the last half Ambert was able to counter these three more times.

Dipsy Brook Booked

Near the end of the game there were a few headed arguments amongst some of the players and the referees. During the course of these arguments the Beavers lost the services of both Herrag and Saban when they were ordered from the game by the referee. In Wednesday’s game, Trinity lost the services of their captain via the same route.

The lineup for the Trinity game was as follows:

S. E. Finch; c. Zimmerman; r. B. Coen; l. Ferreira; m. E. Shuford; f. R. Medick; 2. B. C. W. S.

The lineup for the Ambert game was as follows:


Tech Frosh, Footballers Drop Game To Wentworth Institute, 6-0

Behind a power-packed single wing attack Wentworth Institute staged a 6-0 victory over the Technology Frosh at Wentworth last Friday. The engineers were plagued all day by fumbles which ended all their touchdown threats. The Beavers, employing the two-platoon system on the windy Wentworth field, found themselves trapped way back on their own side of the field early in the first quarter. Bigger ball-handling from the "T" resulted in a Tech fumble in the end zone which the heavy Wentworth forward wall immediately pounced on for the only score of the game. The attempt at conversion failed and Wentworth took the lead 6-0.

Second Defeat

As the first quarter drew to a close Wentworth, with its back to the wall, was forced to kick. Right Guard Jerry Pearlstein rushed through and made a beautiful block of the attempted kick. The small, 180-pound guard rolled over the ball and the Beavers had a fumble down on the Wentworth five yard line. With a score within their grasp the Frosh proceeded to tumble their big chance away.

Both teams held each other to a standstill during the third and most of the fourth quarter. With thirty seconds to go the Beavers found themselves on the opportunistic Engineers' yard line. A pass from Brobe to Hirth put the Techmen only three yards away from a score but time ran out after a pass failed to produce the tally.

IDEAS AT EIGHT

An informal talk and discussion by Professor J. I. A. Richards of Harvard University, formerly of Cambridge University, will take place in the lounge of Hayden Library tomorrow, October 18, at eight o’clock. Professor Richards, who invented basic English, prefers to talk with the student rather than at him. Therefore, active student participation will be sought.

So light... so dry
glass after glass after glass

The F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co., New York